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3P and
'S
We havemeasuredthe rate constantsfor excitation",n, ,O
3s
statesof atomicoxygen
12
0 .-5t t1c m s m o l e c u l et s - t , r e s p e c t i v e l yU.s i n g
b y m e t a s t a b l e A r ( 3 P 2 . o ) t o b e ( 7 . 6 t 2 . 6 ) a n d , ( 8 . 2x +
a vacuumultr-avioletabsorptiontechniquewe have also determineda translationalenergyof ca 0.4
eV for O(3s'S). The coincidenceof the two rate-constantmeasurementsand the resultsof the
reactionbetweenAr*(3Po.z)
translational-energy
measurement
showsthat the electronicenergy-transfer
andO(2pa3P)ex-itesprimarily O(3p3P l and that >90% of iLe O(3s35) excitationis by radiative
cascade.

Studieson the transfer of electronicenergy from metastableargon atoms to
variousatomic quenchershave producedsomeinterestingresults.Energy transfer
to other rare-gasatoms (Kr, Xe)'-' is a near resonantprocess,the bulk of the
excitationappearingin statesof the acceptoratom which are energeticallyclose
to the metastiUteargon energy(11.548eV for the3Pzstateand 11.723eV for the
'Ps
state). For these two atoms, quenchingis negligibleinto stateswith energy
defects>0.1 eV. In contrast,the excitatioriofN,rd,t't Cl''u and H7'8atoms5y
energytransferfrom metastableargon occurswith large excitationrate constants
into acceptorlevels with large energy defects,being > 1 eV in the caseof N, Cl
and H.
3P)
We had observedpreviouslysthat the Ar* + O interactionexcitedthe O(3p
statedirectly (seefig. 1) and estimatedthe rate constantfor the excitationp.rocess
by comparisonwith the excitationof atomic krypton by metastableargon''''' in
the samereactor.Our more recentexperience,however,indicatesthat the atomicoxygennumber densitlointhat study was probablyoverestimatedby as much as a
factor of three or four.
3P)
In the present study we have redeterminedthe rate constant for O(3p
excitationby metastableargon,with an accuratedeterminationof the atomicoxygen
numberdensitvthis time: we havemeasuredthe rate constantfor excitationof the
3P
35
3s stateto sle if that stateis producedsolelyby radiativecascadefrom the 3p
stateor if there is somedirect excitation:and we havedeterminedthe translational
3S) state using an absorptiontechniquewe developedpreenergy in the O(gs
are consistentwith our earlier speculaviously." The three setsof measurements
tions ihat primarily O(3p3p) is excitedby energytransferfrom metastableargon
to atomic oxygen,but indicatethat the rate constantfor the processis three and
a half timesthat reportedpreviously.
tPresent address:Institut fiir PhysikalischeChemie, Universitdt Bonn,5300 Bonn 1, Federal
Republicof Germany.
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l-Energy-level
diagram of atomic oxygen showing the levels and .transitions important to
understanding the transfer of electronic energy from metastable Ar('Pz.o) to O('P).

EXPERIMENTAL
Fig. 2 shows the discharge-flow apparatus used for the vacuum ultraviolet measurements.r2 Argon carrier gas, previously purified by flowing through a molecular sieve trap
(Linde 5A) at liquid-nitrogen temperature, flows through a cold, hollow-cathode discharge
(ca. 200 V d.c., ca. 5 mA) which converts a small fraction of the argon to metastables. A
90o bend in the discharge tube and a Wood's horn light-trap eliminate resonance states of
argon and v.u.v. resonance emission. The reagent flow (Ar, Nr, O, and Clz in various
1
in all) enters the flow tube coaxially with the metastables,
combinations; ca.70 pmols
and the reactants mix diffusively. A microwave discharge through a flow of argon containing
small amounts (<1% of total flow) of molecular oxygen or nitrogen produces the atomic
reagents. In some instances the resiCual 02 impurity in the tank argon gave sufficiently
t)
that additional 02 was
large atomic oxygen number densities (ca.5x1011 atom cm
unnecessary. When oxygen had to be known quantitatively, atomic nitrogen was titrated
with nitric oxide, and the resulting atomic-oxygen flow was assumedto be equal to the nitric
oxide flow. Relatively large amounts of argon flowed through the reagent side arm to shorten
the residence time and thereby ensure negligible atomic oxygen recombination on the
side-arm walls.
A v.u.v. monochromator observed light produced in the energy-transfer reaction normal
to the gas flow. For the 130 nm linewidth studies, ground-state atomic oxygen flowing
through a second flowtube which separated the metastable flow tube and the monochromator
by LiF windows absorbed a fraction of the emitted resonanceradiation. Quantitative titration
of an excess of N (made in a microwave discharge through a flow of argon and nitrogen)
with NO produced the absorbing oxygen atoms in the second flow tube. We observed no
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Frc. 2-Diagram of discharge-ffow
apparatususedin the v.u.v.measuremenrs.
systematic variations in absorbancewhen the N + NO mixing times were varied at fixed flows
of N and NO. Thus the N + NO reaction was essentially complete, and O-atom lossesfrom
wall recombination were negligible.
Atomic-oxygen number densities in the Ar*+O mixing zone less than or equal to 1012
atom cm-3 ensured that complications from self-reversal did not mar the absorption measurements. Flows of added O, through the disch^arge
were sufficiently small that the atomic-oxygen
number densitieswere <10t2 atoms cm-3 even in the event of 100% dissociationof lhe
molecular oxygen. In general, we have found that effective dissociations as measured in
similar flow tubes are more nearly 35 t 15%.to As an additional check, the oxygen resonance
triplet was scanned before each experiment. The ratio of the intensities of the three lines
( 7 3 0 . 2 , 1 3 0 . 5 a n d 1 3 0 . 6 n m ) w a s 4 . 6 : 2 . 9 : 1 , w h i c h i s c l o s ee n o u g h t o t h e i d e a l 5 : 3 : 1 t o
preclude significant self-reversal. The observed triplet ratio implies an atomic-oxygen optical
depth in the Ar*+O region of 0.15'3 1[O1-6x10'1 atom cm-3). This low souice optical
depth will affect the experimental results by no more than 5%.
The experiments on the excitation of the 3p .p state of atomic oxygen were done on a
different discharge-flow reactor which Piper et al.la'ts have describedin detail. A hollowcathode discharge produces the me_tastableargon atoms which then flow past a light trap
and into a 2 in.t diameter quartz flow tube. The reagent atomic oxygen ind kryplon arl
added through a polyethylene loop injector downstream of the metastaUGdisctrarge. A 0.5 m
monochromator equipped with a thermoelectrically cooled EMI 9558 QA photomultiplier
and SSR photon-counting rate meter observed the light in the reactor normal to the how
of_the reagent gases.The monochromator is mounted on rails which are parallel to the flow
tube, so that observations can be made as a function of mixing time.
A microwave discharge through a flow of helium containing traces of oxygen and krypton
produced the atomic oxygen for these measurements. The atomic-oxygen number Oerislties
were determined in the reactor using the air-afterglow methodl6'r7 using procedures one of
usto'tt has described in detail.
1-he atomic-oxygen emission observed in these experiments is at 844.6 nm, which is at
the long-wavelength sensitivity limit of the photomuitiplier that was available. To make
matters even worse, the available grating of the monochromator was blazed at 250 nm.
Thus the major experimental problem in this series of measurements was to determine a
reliablespectral-responsecalibration curve for the monochromator at wavelengths > 800 nm.
In general, we do not trust standard lamps or the air afterglowle ,, to be reliable in this
0m.
f 1in.=2.54x12
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regionof the spectrum
because
bothwill producescattered
lightwhichcannotbe discriminated.againstadequately,
evenwith the useof short-wavele'ngth
cut-offfilters(unlessan
ino.rdinate
supplyof themis available).
We thereforeuseda b"ranching
ratio tecirnique
to
calibratetherelativeresponse
of themonochromator
in thisregion.
We scanned
the spectrumof Kr and Ar pen lampsand uied the branching
ratiosfor
transitionsfrom a commonupperstateto variouslower statesas publishedU"yCtrang,i
a1.23''o
to establishthe fall-off in systemspectralresponse
at longerwavetengths.
The
branching-ratiomeasurements
were tied to a spectrairesponsecu"rvedetermiied from
measurements
on a quartzhalogenlampat wavelengths
< 650nm, and agreedwith the
quartzhalogenmeasurements
out to 750nm. At longerwavelengths,
the {uartz halogen
measurements
weresubjectto problems
withscattered
light,andindicated
a greaterryri"sensitivity
thanwasindicatedby the branching-ratio
miasurements.
The slstemrpl.ti"i
response,falls
by two and a half ordersof magnitude
between750 and 850nm. O"rpit"
theseproblems,
wethinkthatourresponse
calibiation
shouldbeaccurate
to betterthan25%.
RESULTS
R A T E c o N s r A N T F o R E x c r r r r r o N o r . O ( 3 s3 5 )
rN THEAr*+O(3p) REAcrroN
The rate constantfor the excitation of the 3s 3s state of atomic oxygen by
metastableargon was determinedby comparisonof the intensitiesof tnJfgO.S
and 130.6nm lines from oxygenwith the 138 nm line of atomic chlorine excited
in the interactionbetweenmetastableargonand molecularchlorine. The intensity
determinationswere run simultaneouslyso that the metastable-argonnumbei
density.wa!qh,e,s.a"me
for both measurements.
This techniquehas been discussed
exhaustively
The desiredrate constantis obtainedfrbm eqn (1):
ks: kl:glsqxfClzl/QgaqrsrlO])

(1)

where I. representsthe line intensity,4x the monochromatorresponsecorrection
factor and kr the rat€ constantfor excitationof the subscriptedwavelength.We
have.shownrecentlya"that,after making someminor correctionsto earlier results,
krre is 6.7x10-"cm'molecule-'s-'. Fig.3 and 4 showthe variationin intensity
of the 130.5and 130.6nm linesasa functionof O-atom numberdensity,the atomic
oxygenhavingbeenproducedby the additionof NO to excessN. A 10i" correction
was appligd to the 130.5nm resultsto accountfor self-reversal.Five runs on the
130.5nm line and six on the 130.6nm line gave excitationrate constantsof
(8.0+0.7)x 10-tt cm3 molecule-ls-t and (8.4i 1.5);i-0tt'"-t-or"."i;-i.-.i;
respectively.The error limits quoted are two standarddeviationsfrom the mean
9l!h," runs.Averaejls $e data from all runs givesa rate constantof (g.2+1.2)x
L0-^'cm'molecule-'s-'. The overalluncertainty(r.m.s.)in the measurements
of
&raois 30% becauseof additional uncertaintiei in the relative monochromator
response
function(10%) and in kla (25o/o).

RArEcoNSrANr
r'li6'J:l:'':x-"'

o(zp3p)IN rHE

The rate constantfor the excitation of the 3p!p stateof atomic oxygen by
metastableargon was measuredby comparing the intensitiesof the g4Z.onm
multiplet of atomic oxygenwith the 76o.2nm line of krypton, both of which were
excited by metastableargon under identical conditioni. Ratios of the two line
intensitieswere measuredfor six difterent values of metastable-argonnumber
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[NO]/10-" cm-3
Frc 3.-Variation in intensity of the 130.5nm transition of. Ol (2s22p33s'S-2s22po3Pr) excited in
the interaction between metastable argon and atomic oxygen. The open circles are the raw data and
the filled circles show the results corrected for self reversal.

densityfor eachof two atomic-oxygennumberdensitieswhich difteredby an order
of magnitude. The metastable-argonnumber density was varied by making the
measurements
at difterentreactiontimesin the flow tube. The data were analysed
by an equation similar to eqn (1) and are correctedfor the ratio of 760.2nm
excitationto all excitationin the Ar**Kr reaction (0.685).r The measurements
at the two difterentoxygennumberdensitiesgavea rate constantof 7.6 x 1011cm3
molecule-rs-1. The ovirall uncertaintyin thii value (r.m.s.)is 35%, due primarily
to the uncertaintyin the relative monochromatorresponsecalibrationat 845 nm
(25o/o),but also includescontributionsfrom the statisticalscatterin the intensity
ratio measurements(10%), uncertainty in the atomic-oxygennumber density
(l2o/o),and the uncertaintyin the rate constantfor excitationof the 760.2nm line
of krypton by metastableargon (15%).
TRANsLATToNAL

ENERGy rN O(3s

tS;

nxclreD

rN THE Ar*+O

REACTToN

We have describedin detail the techniquewe use1.odeterminetranslational
energiesof speciesexcitedin energy-transfeireactions.lr The resonanceemission
from theseexcited speciesservesasthe radiation sourcefor absorptionexperiments
using known number densitiesof 300 K absorbers.The absorptiondata are then
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Frc 4.-Variation in intensityof the 130.6nm transitionof ol (zs22p33s's-2s'2po
excitedin
the interactionbetweenmetastableargonand atomicoxygen.
analysed according to a defined line profile. Because the experiments are performed
at low pressures and with low number densities of atomic oxygen, the onlyiignificant

line-broadening mechanism is Doppler broadening, whicfi is a funciion of the
translational-energy distribution of the emitters and absorbers.l3 The translationalenergy distribution of the absorbers is clearly a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
at 300 K.
In fitting our data, we have used two different translational-energy distributions
for the emitters. In one case,the emitting speciesare assumed to be in a MaxwellBoltzmann translational-energy distribution but with an eftective translational temperature different from that of the absorbers. The important parameter in this
absorption model is ct, the ratio of the square root of the tanslational temperature
of the emitters to that of the absorbers. The data are fitted to the model expiessiontt
with the Doppler width of the emission line as the variable parameter and usine
the well established oscillator strength of the O(3s tS-2p 3p) transitiontt lsee foi
example fig. 5).
The other model assumesa monoenergetic velocity for the excited oxygen atom,
the key parameter here being E6;,", which is the effective dissociation energy of
the Ar+ * O molecular complex formed in the collision process. The width oT the
spectral line then is governed by Eoo".
Measurementsat 1.6 Torrt give a value of a of 3.37 x.0.15 (2o), from which
we may calculate an eftective O-atom translational temperature of 3400*300K
or an average kinetic energy in the o-atoms of 0.44+0.04eV G *r1(see table
1). The same data analysedwith the monoenergetic translational-energy distribution
t 1 Torr= 133.3Pa.
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Ftc. 5-Variation in optical depth (toi ) with number density of oxygen-atom absorbers for OI 130.2 nm
source
transition excited in the interaction between metastable argon and atomic oxygen, a:3.31,
pressure: 1.65Torr.

give a value of E6;"" of 0.44+0.04 eV or an average translational energy in the
excited oxygen atoms of 0.31+0.03eV. A few measurementsat other pressures
in the Ar* + O flow tube indicated that there might be an increase in emitter
translational energy with decreasing pressure. The pressure dependence of the
linewidths was not investigated in detail, however.
DISCUSSION
3P
Pipersshowed that a primary excitation channelwas the 3p
state at 10.99 eV
above the ground state of atomic oxygen. This state radiates in the infrared at
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at 130'4nm
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ments as a function of pressurein order to assessmore accuratelythe degreeof
collisionalmoderationof the initially^excited3p'P atoms,it is impossibleto assess
accuratelythe fraction of direct 3s'S excitation. However, even if the average
our
energy loss per collision of the 3p'P atoms is double what we estimated,
35 excitation.
are incompatiblewiih any more than 10% direct 3s
meaJuremenis
Thermalizationof O(3s'S) by electronic-energyexchangewith cold, ground(>10uA') in
stateoxygenatomswould require ridiculouslylarge cross-sections
order to be significant.Quenchingof the 3s'S to 3s'S in collisionswith argon
doesnot appearto be a significanteftect(< 2o/o),sincewe did not observeemission
at 135.6nm.
of the linewidth of the 844.6nm transitionproTwo rough measurements2n''o
duced in an Ar*02 dischargegive linewidth valuesconsistentwith those given
here for the 130.2 transition. Bennett et al.2ereport a linewidth value for the
844.6nm transitionof ca.3 GHz. This correspondsto a linewidthwhich is roughly
three times the Doppler width at room temperature,^inaccordwith our measurementson the 130.2nm line. Tunitskii and Cherkasov" measuredthe linewidthsof
the 844.6nm lines usingan interferometer.The resultsquoted in their paper vary
between0.12 and 2.2cm-\ (crvaluesof 3.2-5.4),alsoin accordwith the resultsof
the presentinvestigations.
35
Our rate consta;tsfor excitationof the 3p3P and3s statesof atomicoxygen
take this
in the Arx + O interactionare the samewithin experimentalerror. We
3P) and that
as evidencethat the major product of the enetgy transfer is O(3p
3.t) is formed primarily by radiative cascadeat 844.6nm. This evidenceis
O(3s
the experimentalerror is sufficientlylarge that
not conclusive,however,bec^ause
as much as half of the O(3s'S) excitationcould be direct: krco,'sn/ kto(3p3p)l:
1.113?. Our linewidth studies,on the other hand, are not consistentwith a major
"S
direct channelfor 3s excitation.
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